Introduction
============

Episodic memory supports the encoding, storage, and retrieval of specific personally experienced events, situated in their spatiotemporal context of acquisition (Tulving, [@B49]). The impairment of this memory system often predominates in the clinical picture of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and is considered as a core diagnosis criterion (McKhann et al., [@B29]). Given the crucial role of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) in episodic memory, notably the hippocampus, the deficit of this memory system in AD is not surprising. Indeed, neuropathological abnormalities, especially neurofibrillary tangles, accumulate early in this region and induce a neuronal loss (Duyckaerts et al., [@B16]). Hence, the hippocampal region is regarded as one of the earliest cerebral structure affected by the pathological process (Braak and Braak, [@B5]) and its atrophy is part of the diagnosis biomarker support (McKhann et al., [@B29]). As pointed out by cognitivo-metabolic correlation studies (Desgranges et al., [@B13]; for review, see Salmon et al., [@B40]), the functional disturbance of this limbic structure is highly linked to the patients' episodic memory deficit. This approach has also highlighted other regions responsible for episodic memory deficits in the earlier stages of the disease, such as the posterior cingulate cortex (Chételat et al., [@B8]).

Task-related functional brain imaging techniques have been used to further investigate the substrate of episodic impairment in AD. In a recent meta-analysis, comprising 14 functional imaging studies of episodic memory in AD, Schwindt and Black [@B42] reported a bilateral hippocampal hypoactivation during information encoding in AD patients compared to elderly controls. During retrieval, no MTL activations were detected in the patient group, unlike the healthy elderly group. This MTL disturbance has been related to AD patients' weak memory performances (Golby et al., [@B19]; Celone et al., [@B7]; Diamond et al., [@B14]), as well as their gray matter loss within the hippocampus (Garrido et al., [@B18]; Rémy et al., [@B38]).

Besides MTL, episodic memory is subtended by a wide network, including prefrontal and parietal cortices (Cabeza and Nyberg, [@B6]; Spaniol et al., [@B44]). These regions are also affected by the neuropathological processes of AD and show functional abnormalities during episodic memory tasks. Schwindt and Black ([@B42]) reported dorsal, rostral, and medial frontal hypoactivations in AD patients, as well as in the superior parietal lobule and the precuneus during encoding and/or retrieval. Hence, AD is characterized more by a functional alteration of episodic memory networks than an isolated deficit in a particular region (Schröder et al., [@B41]).

Alongside these different functional disturbances, AD patients also show hyperactivations relative to healthy subjects during episodic memory tasks, mainly in fronto-temporal and fronto-parietal regions during encoding and retrieval respectively (Schwindt and Black, [@B42]). These hyperactivations have been interpreted ever since the earliest studies (Becker et al., [@B2]; Bäckman et al., [@B1]) as reflecting compensatory mechanisms, implemented to cope with the neuropathological process. This hypothesis is supported by positive correlations found between episodic memory performances and prefrontal activity during episodic memory tasks (Rémy et al., [@B38]; Diamond et al., [@B14]) and negative correlations between hippocampal atrophy and prefrontal activity during retrieval (Garrido et al., [@B18]; Rémy et al., [@B38]). Thus, an increasing prefrontal activity may partially compensate hippocampal atrophy and be beneficial for episodic memory functioning.

Functional imaging during episodic memory tasks has also enabled to reveal a deactivation dysfunction in AD. The concept of deactivation has been introduced to give an account of the higher activity in some brain regions during rest, or passive task conditions, than during constrained cognitive activity (Mevel et al., [@B31]). These brain areas appear to be more engaged during rest and to deactivate during task performance. These deactivations probably allow reallocation of processing resources toward cerebral regions involved in the task (Rombouts et al., [@B39]). They consistently occur within a network of functionally connected regions, named the default mode network (DMN), which includes prefrontal dorsal and ventral medial regions, posteromedial cortex (posterior cingulate, precuneus, and retrosplenial cortex) and inferior parietal areas. Compared to controls, AD patients show less deactivation in this network, especially in medial parietal areas, during episodic memory processes (Celone et al., [@B7]; Petrella et al., [@B35]; Pihlajamäki et al., [@B37]). As MTL hypoactivations, DMN dysfunction may give an account of AD episodic memory performance deficits (Celone et al., [@B7]; Petrella et al., [@B35]).

Thus, despite some evidence of compensatory mechanisms in AD, it remains unclear whether the observed hyperactivations are genuine or reflect this deactivation disturbance. Indeed, lower deactivation in DMN regions could induce patients' hyperactivation in subtraction analyses, as less deactivation represents more activation. However, it is unlikely that this functional alteration would reflect compensatory mechanisms as DMN deactivations play an important role in efficient memory processes (Daselaar et al., [@B11]). To clarify this issue and to identify the cerebral substrates of memory impairment in AD, we conducted a positron emission tomography (PET) study in AD patients and elderly subjects, during both encoding and cued-recall in episodic memory, which has seldom been performed in AD. Our study also included control conditions with a semantic demand, to focus our analysis on episodic memory processes, as well as four resting conditions to obtain accurate resting cerebral blood flow. By using rest as a reference, we wished to evaluate the degree of activations during target and control conditions in hyperactivated regions in AD and determine if they represent a real increase in activity.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Eleven newly diagnosed patients with probable AD (seven women and four men; mean age 77.4 ± 3.4 years) were recruited at the University Hospital of Caen. All patients underwent standard neurological and neuropsychological examinations. Patients were selected according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (McKhann et al., [@B28]), attesting of probable AD. They did not present other neurologic pathology or psychiatric antecedent. In order to ensure they could achieve the memory task under the tomograph, a minimum score of 19 at the MMSE (Folstein et al., [@B17]) was required. This restricted the inclusion to patients at a relatively early stage of the disease. Patients MMSE mean was 24.3 (±3.3). At the time of the experiment, no patient was taking any medication likely to influence the cognitive state or cerebral blood flow and all were right handed (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory) and French native speakers.

Twelve healthy elderly subjects (six women and six men; mean age 59.1 ± 2.5 years) also participated in our study. They were significantly younger than the patients (*p* \< 0.001). They were screened to rule out the presence of medical, psychiatric, or neurological disorders. All were unmedicated, had no memory complaint and had a normal T1- and T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (apart from changes expected with normal aging). In order not to select elderly subjects with incipient dementia, only those with high scores on the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (MADRS; Mattis, [@B27]) were included (mean = 141.25 ± 2.9).

All subjects were informed of experimental general modalities and gave their written consent before participating. The research program was approved by the Regional Ethic Committee and the study was in accordance with Helsinki declaration.

Experimental design
-------------------

The experimental design has already been used in young (Bernard et al., [@B3]) and healthy elderly subjects (Bernard et al., [@B4]). The control group of the present study includes the same subjects as in Bernard et al. ([@B4]), but image preprocessing and analyses differ. Our design is composed of 12 consecutive scans (injections of H~2~O^15^) sustained by each participant during a single PET session. Each scanning session comprises five different conditions, each replicated twice (except for the resting condition which is repeated four times). Each condition lasts 2 min and the whole experiment lasts 2 h and 30 min.

### Encoding

To pinpoint brain areas supporting intentional encoding, two distinct tasks were contrasted: a reading task (baseline) in which 24 different words were read silently and an intentional encoding task (target) in which subjects were explicitly instructed to read silently and memorize 24 words. In order to prevent covert memorizing during the reading task, this condition was deliberately placed at the beginning of the scanning session. In addition, subjects were unaware of the aim of the study (memory experiment), which was presented as a vocabulary one. Acknowledging the risk of order effects, this choice was dictated by the constraints of our paradigm and represents the best possible compromise in attempting to control cognitive strategies. Finally, to further prevent implicit memorizing, subjects were instructed to count backward for 60 s after each scan involving the reading condition, by 3 for healthy elderly subjects and by 1 for patients. Prior to the intentional encoding task, subjects were informed that they had to memorize the words. During both conditions, items were sequentially presented in lower case, for 4 s each, on a computer screen. One second separated the presentation of two stimuli. The four lists of words used in the intentional encoding and reading conditions were matched for word frequency and word length (between 4 and 10 letters), and were counterbalanced across subject groups. To cancel out brain regions involved in semantic processing in the subtraction analysis, subjects were instructed in both conditions to make a living/non-living judgment regarding each word, by pressing on one of two possible buttons of a response pad. Half of the words presented referred to living objects.

To reinforce encoding, a second intentional encoding (out of camera -- not recorded) was added only for patients. Placed before cued-recall, it enabled them to optimize their chances to subsequently retrieve information.

### Retrieval

To identify the cerebral areas supporting episodic memory retrieval, two conditions were contrasted: a stem-cued recall task (target) and a stem-completion task (baseline). In the stem-cued recall task, subjects were instructed to recall aloud the words studied during the intentional encoding task. They were shown the two first letters of the words (bigrams), presented in a random order. The stem-completion task consisted in completing bigrams, different from those used during the stem-cued recall task, with the first word coming to mind and beginning with the two letters shown. During each task, 24 bigrams (in lower case) were presented sequentially on a computer screen for 4 s each, separated by a 1-s interstimulus interval.

All stimuli were displayed in white against a black background, on a monitor placed behind the tomograph. The stimuli were shown to the subject using a mirror positioned above the head.

### Rest

During the four resting scan sessions, subjects were instructed to relax, keep their eyes closed, and not focus their mind on any precise thought.

### Scanning sequence

Due to the constraints imposed by the reading condition, the five conditions were presented in fixed order: rest -- reading 1 -- reading 2 -- intentional encoding 1 -- (second intentional encoding 1 for AD patients) -- stem-cued recall 1 -- stem-completion 1 -- rest -- intentional encoding 2 -- (second intentional encoding 2 for AD patients) -- stem-cued recall 2 -- stem-completion 2 -- rest -- rest.

Data acquisition
----------------

Subjects were scanned while lying supine in a dimly lit and quiet room. A black tent was hung around the PET scanner to ensure total darkness. The head was gently immobilized in a dedicated head-rest. Head position was aligned transaxially to the orbitomeatal line with a laser beam. Measurements of regional distribution of radioactivity were performed with an Siemens ECAT HR + PET device with full 3D volume acquisition allowing the reconstruction of 63 planes (thickness 2.4 mm; axial field-of-view 158 mm; effective resolution is ∼4.2 mm in all directions). Transmission scans were obtained with a ^68^Ge source prior to emission scans. The duration of each scan was 90 s. About 7 mCi H~2~O^15^ were administered as a slow bolus in the left antecubital vein by means of an automated infusion pump. Each experimental condition started 30 s before data acquisition and continued until scan completion. This process was repeated for each of the 12 scans, for a total injected dose of ∼80 mCi. The interval between injections was 7 min 40 s. The position of the head was controlled with the laser beam prior to each injection.

Data analysis
-------------

Imaging data were pre-processed and analyzed using the SPM5 software (statistical parametric mapping, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). Each reconstructed PET image was realigned and spatially normalized using the MNI \[^15^O\] PET template. To account for within- and between-subject variations in global cerebral blood flow, the value of each voxel was scaled by the mean gray matter value of the corresponding image, extracted using a mask from our database. A Gaussian filter with a 12-mm FWHM was then applied to smooth each image to compensate for intersubject differences and increase the signal-to-noise ratio. *T*-statistic maps were generated (*p* \< 0.005 uncorrected, *k* = 50 voxels) in a flexible factorial design allowing to model subject effect. We kept only the clusters also present at a more stringent threshold (*p* \< 0.001 uncorrected). First, to explore cerebral regions associated with episodic memory encoding, we subtracted reading from intentional encoding maps \[corresponding to the contrast (intentional encoding -- reading)\]. This contrast enabled us to dismiss cerebral structures involved in reading and semantic processes. Second, to study brains areas associated with episodic memory retrieval, we subtracted stem-completion from stem-cued recall imaging maps \[corresponding to the contrast (stem-cued recall -- stem-completion)\]. This allowed us to remove cerebral regions involved in oral production in order to isolate those associated with item retrieval in episodic memory. These contrasts were conducted for both within- and between- group analyses. Moreover, a conjunction analysis was performed on both contrasts \[(intentional encoding -- reading) and (stem-cued recall -- stem-completion)\] to identify brain areas commonly activated in both AD and controls. An inclusive mask was used (*p* \< 0.05 uncorrected) to ensure that between group activation differences were effectively located in regions activated by the group for the given contrast. For instance, we masked the contrast \[(intentional encoding ~NC~ -- reading ~NC~) -- (intentional encoding ~AD~ -- reading ~AD~)\] with the (intentional encoding ~NC~ -- reading ~NC~) image to restrict the results to brain areas activated by healthy elders during information encoding.

To further investigate the nature of the activation differences between patients and healthy subjects, we performed region of interest (ROI) analyses focused on cerebral regions showing significant between group differences. We extracted the mean signal for each region in each individual pre-processed image. A mean value per ROI was obtained by extraction from individual non-smoothed images. All values from a same condition were then averaged, combining the values of the two acquisitions for the target conditions and the four acquisitions of the resting condition.

Given that the aim of this study was to investigate the nature of the hyperactivations in patients, the activation profiles of these regions were assessed in both patients and controls. More precisely, we compared the activation intensity during rest to the ones during target (intentional encoding and stem-cued recall) and control (reading and stem-completion) conditions. We used the non-parametrical test of Wilcoxon to perform intra-group comparisons and the non-parametrical test of Mann--Whitney for inter-group comparisons. For all ROI-based analyses, the Statistica software was used and results were considered as significant when *p* \< 0.05.

Results
=======

Behavioral results
------------------

For the stem-cued recall task under the tomograph, patients and controls retrieved on average 11 (±8.14) and 20.25 words (±6.08), respectively. The difference between the two groups was significant (Mann--Whitney test; *U* = 24; *p* \< 0.01).

Imaging results
---------------

### Intentional encoding versus reading

Intra- and inter-group results for intentional encoding minus reading are depicted on the Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Significant activations for intra- and inter-group comparisons for the (encoding -- reading) contrast (*p* \< 0.005 uncorrected, cluster extent \> 50 voxels)**.

  Cluster extent                          Anatomical region (BA)            H   Peak coordinates   *Z*-score           
  --------------------------------------- --------------------------------- --- ------------------ ----------- ------- ------
     **AD PATIENTS**                                                                                                   
  308                                     Postcentral gyrus (3)             L   −48                −20            20   4.17
                                                                                −62                −8             24   3.64
  204                                     Transverse temporal gyrus (41)    R      40              −28            10   3.63
                                          Postcentral gyrus (40)            R      52              −24            16   3.29
                                          Insula (13)                       R      36              −28            22   2.9
  202                                     Inferior parietal lobule (40)     R      44              −36            44   3.78
                                                                                   50              −36            58   3.52
                                                                                   58              −30            52   2.61
  197                                     Medial frontal gyrus (10)         L   −6                    68          6    3.5
  191                                     Anterior cingulate cortex (32)    R      12                 40          18   3.91
  166                                     Middle frontal gyrus (10)         L   −28                   54          8    3.76
  161                                     Rectus gyrus (11)                 R      10                 34       −28     3.47
  160                                     Middle frontal gyrus (11)         L   −24                   38       −14     3.66
  89                                      Posterior cingulate cortex (23)   B      0               −30            28   3.72
  65                                      Middle temporal gyrus (21)        R      60              −4          −4      3.21
     **NORMAL CONTROLS**                                                                                               
  311                                     Superior parietal lobule (7)      L   −12                −74            56   3.43
                                          Precuneus (7)                     L   −8                 −76            38   3.31
                                                                                −4                 −68            44   3.15
  141                                     Middle frontal gyrus (8)          L   −22                   36          40   3.41
  113                                     Middle frontal gyrus (10)         L   −32                   48          4    3.44
  101                                     Anterior cingulate cortex (32)    L   −14                   32          24   3.58
                                                                                −12                   28          32   3.4
  90                                      Parahippocampal gyrus (27)        R      22              −34         −8      3.49
  82                                      Lingual gyrus (19)                L   −22                −64            2    3.96
  72                                      Superior frontal gyrus (10)       L   −24                   56          14   3.23
     **NORMAL CONTROLS \> AD PATIENTS**                                                                                
  105                                     Parahippocampal gyrus (30)        R      20              −36         −4      3.28
  59                                      Anterior cingulate cortex (32)    L   −14                   34          22   4.06
     **AD PATIENTS \> NORMAL CONTROLS**                                                                                
  193                                     Medial frontal gyrus (10)         R      6                  50       −20     4.18
  144                                     Inferior parietal lobule (40)     R      50              −36            58   3.9
                                                                                   44              −36            44   3.04
  98                                      Anterior cingulate cortex (32)    R      10                 42          16   3.19
     **CONJUNCTION**                                                                                                   
  No significant cluster                                                                                               

*Coordinates are in MNI space. BA, Brodmann area; H, hemisphere; B, bilateral; L, left; R, right*.

#### Intra-group results

During encoding, AD patients activated the left middle frontal gyrus, medial frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate cortex compared to reading. Some temporal regions (right middle and transverse gyri) and parietal (right inferior lobule and posterior cingulate cortex) were also more activated during intentional encoding than reading. Unlike patients, healthy elderly subjects showed activations in the right parahippocampal gyrus, extending to the hippocampus. Other activations were found in left frontal (precentral, middle and superior gyri, and anterior cingulate cortex) and parietal (superior parietal lobule and precuneus) areas.

#### Inter-group results

Inter-group analyses highlighted hypoactivations, in AD patients, in the right posterior parahippocampal and hippocampus (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A), as well as in the left anterior cingulate cortex. Compared to the control group, AD patients showed significantly higher activation in the medial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobule of the right hemisphere (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The conjunction analysis did not show any regions of common activation between the two groups.

![**Medial temporal lobe hypoactivations in AD patients for (encoding -- reading) and (stem-cued recall -- stem-completion) contrasts (respectively A and B)**. The color bar indicates *T*-values.](fnhum-06-00107-g001){#F1}

![**Cerebral regions showing hyperactivation in AD patients compared to normal controls (NC) for (encoding -- reading) and (stem-cued recall -- stem-completion) contrasts (respectively A and B)**. Plots represent the signal change during target (orange bars) and control (blue bars) conditions relative to rest in AD and NC groups. More precisely, the orange bars correspond to the mean intensity of the subtraction target -- rest conditions (i.e., "intentional encoding -- rest" in **A** and "stem-cued recall -- rest" in **B**) and the blue bars to the mean intensity of the subtraction control -- rest conditions (i.e., "reading -- rest" in **A** and "stem-completion -- rest" in the **B**). The units correspond to the mean intensity of the scaled CBF values in the ROIs. \**p* \< 0.05.](fnhum-06-00107-g002){#F2}

#### ROI analyses results

The results of the ROI analyses, focused on regions showing more activation in AD than healthy subjects, are presented on Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A. Healthy elderly subjects showed significantly more activation during rest than encoding in the anterior part of the cingulate cortex (*T* = 13, *Z* = 2.04, *p* \< 0.05) and medial frontal cortex (*T* = 7, *Z* = 2.51, *p* \< 0.05). In other words, both regions were significantly deactivated during encoding in the control group. In contrast, AD patients solely deactivated the medial frontal region (*T* = 8, *Z* = 2.22, *p* \< 0.05). Inter-group comparison revealed a significant difference in the anterior cingulate cortex (*U* = 32, *p* \< 0.05), indicating that the magnitude of deactivation was higher in control subjects than in patients. Concerning the comparisons between control (reading) and rest conditions, differences were only observed in the patient group: the medial frontal cortex (*T* = 0, *Z* = 2.93, *p* \< 0.005) and inferior parietal lobule (*T* = 2, *Z* = 2.76, *p* \< 0.01) showed significantly more activation during rest than reading. The analyses also highlighted a significant group effect with higher deactivation in patients than in controls during the reading task in both regions (medial frontal cortex: *U* = 21, *p* \< 0.005; inferior parietal lobule: *U* = 15, *p* \< 0.001).

### Stem-cued recall versus stem-completion

Intra- and inter-group results for stem-cued recall minus stem-completion are depicted on the Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Significant activations for intra- and inter-group comparisons for the (stem-cued recall -- stem-completion) contrast (*p* \< 0.005 uncorrected, cluster extent \> 50 voxels)**.

  Cluster extent                          Anatomical region (BA)            H   Peak coordinates   *Z*-score           
  --------------------------------------- --------------------------------- --- ------------------ ----------- ------- ------
     **AD PATIENTS**                                                                                                   
  413                                     Posterior cingulate cortex (31)   B      0               −40            42   4.43
  231                                     Supramarginal gyrus (40)          R      62              −50            28   4.53
  215                                     Middle frontal gyrus (10)         R      34                 58          2    3.81
                                          Superior frontal gyrus (10)       R      26                 64       −10     2.96
  154                                     Superior frontal gyrus (8)        R      20                 22          50   3.68
  56                                      Middle frontal gyrus (11)         R      44                 52       −10     3.23
     **NORMAL CONTROLS**                                                                                               
  1278                                    Middle frontal gyrus (10)         R      38                 54          18   5.32
                                          Superior frontal gyrus (10)       R      30                 64          4    4.25
                                                                                   26                 54          4    4.16
  801                                     Cerebellum                        L   −34                −84         −20     4.65
                                                                                −32                −70         −14     3.84
                                                                                −42                −60         −34     3.5
  305                                     Inferior parietal lobule (40)     R      52              −62            38   4.05
  202                                     Inferior frontal gyrus (47)       R      36                 22       −18     3.36
                                          Insula (47)                       R      36                 22       −6      3.3
  130                                     Parahippocampal gyrus (28)        L   −26                   2        −28     3.44
  118                                     Inferior parietal lobule (40)     L   −30                −52            38   3.58
  103                                     Superior frontal gyrus (11)       R      20                 54       −20     3.62
  81                                      Supramarginal gyrus (40)          L   −62                −54            30   3.96
  74                                      Middle frontal gyrus (9)          R      48                 12          40   3.47
  67                                      Cuneus (18)                       R      14              −74            28   3.17
  63                                      Hippocampus                       R      30              −8          −26     3.38
     **NORMAL CONTROLS \> AD PATIENTS**                                                                                
  347                                     Parahippocampal gyrus (28)        L   −24                   0        −30     3.91
                                                                                −32                   10       −18     2.69
  332                                     Inferior occipital gyrus (18)     L   −34                −86         −20     3.58
                                          Lingual gyrus (18)                L   −34                −70         −14     3.39
                                          Cerebellum                        L   −38                −84         −34     2.82
  177                                     Inferior parietal lobule (40)     L   −28                −52            36   4.27
                                          Supramarginal gyrus (40)          L   −36                −48            32   4.19
                                          Superior temporal gyrus (13)      L   −40                −48            20   3.2
  125                                     Superior frontal gyrus (10)       R      38                 52          22   3.72
                                          Middle frontal gyrus (10)         R      34                 60          16   3.27
  78                                      Cerebellum                        R      4               −50         −20     3.57
  61                                      Middle occipital gyrus (39)       R      48              −78            12   3.54
     **AD PATIENTS \> NORMAL CONTROLS**                                                                                
  238                                     Middle cingulate cortex (31)      R      10              −24            48   4.42
                                          Precentral gyrus (6)              R      14              −20            68   3.69
  68                                      Precuneus (7)                     L   −2                 −46            50   3.51
  51                                      Precuneus (7)                     R      2               −50            52   3.59
     **CONJUNCTION**                                                                                                   
  124                                     Middle frontal gyrus (10)         R      32                 58          4    3.44

*Coordinates are in MNI space. BA, Brodmann area; H, hemisphere; B, bilateral; L, left; R, right*.

#### Intra-group results

Patients showed activations mainly located in the right frontal lobe (middle and superior gyri) and parietal regions (right supramarginal gyrus and bilateral posterior cingulate cortex) when stem-completion activations were subtracted to stem-cued recall activations. Healthy elderly subjects showed significant activations in the bilateral parahippocampal region (uncus, hippocampus, and amygdala) and a broad right prefrontal area (inferior, middle, superior gyri, and medial frontal gyrus). In addition, control subjects also activated the right anterior insula, bilateral parietal cortex (left supramarginal gyrus and bilateral inferior parietal lobe), right cuneus, and left cerebellum.

#### Inter-group results

Alzheimer's disease patients presented less activation than controls in the left parahippocampal gyrus (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Patients' hypoactivations were also observed in the middle and superior right frontal gyri, and in the left parietal lobe (inferior parietal lobule extending into the supramarginal and superior temporal gyri), the bilateral occipital cortex and cerebellum. In contrast, patients presented hyperactivations, compared to the control group, in the right middle cingulate cortex encompassing paracentral and precentral gyri, and in the bilateral precuneus (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Finally, a cluster in the right middle and superior frontal gyrus was observed in the conjunction analysis.

#### ROI analyses results

The results of the ROI analyses are presented on Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B. The mean signal analyses within AD hyperactivated regions indicated that the right middle cingulate cluster (*T* = 0, *Z* = 3.06, *p* \< 0.005), as well as both clusters in the precuneus (*T* = 5, *Z* = 2.67, *p* \< 0.01; *T* = 6, *Z* = 2.59, *p* \< 0.01) showed more activation during rest than during the cued recall condition in the healthy group. Within the AD patient group, none of these regions presented significant activation differences between the resting and target conditions. Inter-group analyses highlighted a significant higher difference between resting and cued recall conditions in controls, compared to patients, in all the hyperactivated regions (middle cingulate cluster: *U* = 13, *p* \< 0.001; both precuneus clusters: *U* = 30, *p* \< 0.05). With respect to the stem-completion and rest comparisons, differences were only observed in the patient group: the right middle cingulate (*T* = 3, *Z* = 2.67, *p* \< 0.01) and left precuneus (*T* = 7, *Z* = 2.31, *p* \< 0.05) showed a significantly higher mean signal during rest than in the control condition. Inter-group analyses revealed a significant difference in the right middle cingulate (*U* = 27, *p* \< 0.05), with higher deactivation in AD patients than in healthy subjects.

Discussion
==========

The main objective of this study was to improve our current knowledge concerning the cerebral substrates of episodic memory disorder in AD and further explore the hyperactivation phenomenon, frequently reported in the functional imaging literature. To this end, we compared the cerebral blood flow of AD patients at a relatively early stage of the disease to healthy controls during both encoding and retrieval in episodic memory. Subtraction analyses were performed to highlight regions showing functional alteration in AD. Further analyses were then conducted within regions showing hyperactivation in AD to investigate the nature of these cerebral modifications. To this end, activity was compared within each group during target and control conditions versus rest.

Functional disorders within the network sustaining episodic memory processes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results indicate a functional dysfunction in AD patients in several brain regions during information encoding and retrieval in episodic memory. Whatever the process involved, patients did not present any MTL activation and this region was hypoactivated relative to controls. This result is congruent with AD functional imaging literature that consistently reported MTL hypoactivation during encoding (Machulda et al., [@B26]; Sperling et al., [@B46]; Dickerson et al., [@B15]; Golby et al., [@B19]; Pariente et al., [@B33]; Rémy et al., [@B38]; Celone et al., [@B7]; Petrella et al., [@B35]) and retrieval (Bäckman et al., [@B1]; Garrido et al., [@B18]; Grön et al., [@B22]; Pariente et al., [@B33]; Rémy et al., [@B38]). This functional perturbation during retrieval has been previously related to hippocampal atrophy (Garrido et al., [@B18]; Rémy et al., [@B38]). The presence of neuropathological abnormalities within this cerebral structure (Braak and Braak, [@B5]), as well as the disconnexion with other brain areas (Delbeuck et al., [@B12]; Villain et al., [@B51]), may also explain this perturbation. Given its core role in episodic memory (Viard et al., [@B50]), the dysfunction of the MTL is coherent with the deficit observed in our AD patients.

In addition to MTL hypoactivation, AD patients showed lower activation within the left anterior cingulate cortex during encoding compared to control subjects. A similar dysfunction during encoding has been observed in several functional imaging studies concerning AD (Stern et al., [@B48]; Rombouts et al., [@B39]; Celone et al., [@B7]; Petrella et al., [@B35]). Using an associative learning paradigm, Petrella et al. ([@B35]) noticed that AD patients showed significantly lower activation in this region compared to patients with a mild cognitive impairment (MCI), who themselves showed lower activation than healthy elderly subjects. Moreover, activity in the medial frontal region was found to correlate with performances in healthy elderly, AD and MCI patients (Celone et al., [@B7]). The authors showed that the medial frontal and anterior cingulate cortices are part of a broader network, which does not present task-related activity, but maintains its activity throughout the experiment. This result, as well as the role conferred to the anterior cingulate region in the attentional system (Cabeza and Nyberg, [@B6]), suggests that hypoactivation in AD may reflect a dysfunction in the modulation of attentional resources during encoding.

During stem-cued recall, apart from the left MTL (see above), inter-group analyses mainly showed hypoactivations in the right middle and superior frontal gyri. Activation in this region was not only less important but was also less extended in AD patients. A visual inspection of intra-group results revealed that most AD patients' frontal activations overlapped with regions activated by controls (highlighted by the conjunction analysis), whereas the reverse was not true. Hypoactivation in this brain area, and notably in the anterior prefrontal gyrus (Brodmann area, BA 10), was also mentioned in the meta-analysis of functional imaging studies in episodic memory in AD (Schwindt and Black, [@B42]). This cerebral structure has a role in the "retrieval mode," a neurocognitive state in which subjects maintain an attentional focus on a particular past episode during retrieval (Lepage et al., [@B24]). According to this hypothesis, regions involved in retrieval mode, also known as REMO sites (REtrieval MOde), are activated regardless of the efficiency of retrieval. Considering our results, the decreasing recruitment of the right anterior prefrontal gyrus may denote a deficit in AD patients to reach this retrieval neurocognitive state and may consequently contribute to their poor performance.

The decreased activation in the inferior parietal gyrus (BA 40) observed during the stem-cued recall task has also been reported in AD during retrieval, in the left (Bäckman et al., [@B1]; Garrido et al., [@B18]) and right (Rémy et al., [@B38]) hemispheres. This region is among the first parietal region to present an atrophy and a metabolic dysfunction in AD (for review, see Jacobs et al., [@B23]), this latter being more important than the gray matter loss (Chételat et al., [@B9]). According to the Attention to Memory hypothesis (AtoM; Ciaramelli et al., [@B10]) developed in order to explain parietal activations during recall, inferior parietal structures underlie attentional processes during direct retrieval in episodic memory. More precisely, these brain areas may "mediate the automatic attentional capture by the recollected memory, which might be necessary for the memory to enter consciousness, and therefore be experienced as a memory" (Ciaramelli et al., [@B10]). According to the authors, its activity is all the more important since memories are strong and accompanied by vivid remembering. Our AD patients' inability to recruit this region like controls may consequently compromise the conscious access to their memories and an effective retrieval in episodic memory.

Hyperactivation nature and deactivation impairment in the default mode network
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the main aims of this study was to clarify the nature of AD patients' hyperactivations observed during episodic memory tasks. Inter-group analysis showed hyperactivation in the right inferior parietal lobule and anterior medial frontal region during encoding. Some previous studies already found hyperactivation in AD in these regions (Gould et al., [@B21]; Pariente et al., [@B33]). Concerning the cued-recall condition, patients showed more activation than controls in the bilateral precuneus, middle cingulate cortex, and precentral gyrus. Again, some of these regions have been previously reported as hyperactivated in AD in episodic (Gould et al., [@B21]; Schwindt and Black, [@B42]) or autobiographical (Meulenbroek et al., [@B30]) memory studies.

To understand the nature of these hyperactivations, we extracted the mean signal within each of these regions and compared their activity during target (encoding or cued-recall), control (reading or stem-completion) and resting conditions. The first comparison (between target and rest conditions) indicated that all of these regions (except for the inferior parietal lobule) were significantly more active during rest than during the target conditions in healthy controls. In other words, these areas deactivated during episodic memory encoding and retrieval. In AD patients, only the anterior medial frontal region presented a significant deactivation during encoding. Furthermore, the anterior cingulate cortex during encoding, as well as the middle cingulate cortex and precuneus during retrieval, were significantly more deactivated in controls than in patients. Hence, our results indicate that none of the hyperactivated regions in our AD group were significantly activated relative to rest either in patients or in the healthy group. The fact that they appeared to be hyperactivated during encoding and retrieval in episodic memory results more from a deficit in deactivation during the target conditions than a real increased activity in AD.

Deactivation disturbance in some of these regions, especially in the medial parietal regions during recall, is coherent with the AD literature. Indeed, Petrella et al. ([@B35]) reported a continuum in the deactivation magnitude in the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex during encoding. AD patients showed a deactivation of lower intensity than MCI patients, who themselves deactivated less intensively than healthy controls. Deactivation dysfunction within these regions has been reported in AD during encoding memory tasks (Celone et al., [@B7]), but also during semantic (Lustig et al., [@B25]) and working (Rombouts et al., [@B39]) memory tasks. A similar disturbance has also been observed in individuals with genetic risk for AD during incidental encoding (Persson et al., [@B34]). The alteration of deactivation in these regions, important for efficient memory processes (Daselaar et al., [@B11]), appears prejudicial to AD patients' memory performances (Celone et al., [@B7]; Petrella et al., [@B35]). It may ensue from the massive presence of amyloid plaques in these regions (Sperling et al., [@B47]) or result from MTL connection disruption, as magnitude of deactivation has been related to MTL activation in AD (Celone et al., [@B7]; Pihlajamäki et al., [@B36]). To our knowledge, our study provides the first evidence, although indirect, of a deactivation dysfunction in AD during episodic memory retrieval.

Regarding the anterior cingulate cortex, the deficit of deactivation of this structure during an episodic memory task would be more dependent on an aging effect than on the pathology (Lustig et al., [@B25]; Gould et al., [@B20]). Aging is accompanied by brain functional modifications, including reduction in the activity measured at rest and the magnitude of deactivations during task performance (for a review on DMN in aging and AD, see Mevel et al., [@B31]). However, it should be noted that abnormalities in the temporal pattern of deactivation in the anterior cingulate cortex have already been observed in AD during encoding (Rombouts et al., [@B39]) and disease effect should not be excluded.

Finally, our ROI analyses also emphasized group differences during the control conditions (reading and stem-completion) relative to rest. The medial frontal cortex and the inferior parietal lobule during reading, as well as the right middle cingulate and left precuneus during stem-completion, showed a significant deactivation in patients but not in controls. Additionally, among these four regions, only the left precuneus did not show a higher deactivation during the control conditions in patients compared to controls. These results reveal excessive deactivation in these regions during the control tasks in AD patients which also accounts for their hyperactivations observed in the subtraction analyses.

Note that we performed additional analyses (Spearman correlation) to explore the relations between the mean signal in the ROIs and performances (data not shown). These correlations were performed separately in each group. Among patients, no significant correlation was observed between performances and the amplitude of activation during target conditions relative to either the baseline (rest) or the control conditions. This result highlights that patients' hyperactivations, in addition to not representing increased activations, are not sustaining their performances. Interestingly, one significant negative correlation was obtained in controls (*r* = −0.63, *p* \< 0.05) in the right medial frontal gyrus suggesting that higher deactivation during encoding (relative to the reading condition) was associated with better performances, a result which reinforces our interpretation.

Overall, our results attest of the interest to use resting-state activity as a reference condition in order to better understand activation alterations in AD. Disease functional modifications during control and target conditions may lead to hyperactivations when they are subtracted. Nevertheless, these hyperactivations may not systematically represent increased activity and precautions should be taken when interpreting such results in terms of compensatory mechanisms.

Limitations
-----------

We must mention some limitations of the present study, leading us to moderate our results. First, patients were significantly older than healthy control subjects. Aging is known to be accompanied by functional modifications during episodic memory task and hypoactivation, hyperactivation and deactivation decreases have been reported in healthy elderly subjects (for review about encoding alteration in aging and AD, see Sperling, [@B45]). In this respect, some of our results may attest of an aging effect rather than AD *per se*, as pointed out for the anterior cingulate cortex deactivation impairment. Nevertheless, we found coherent results with the current AD literature and hence believe they mainly reflect the disease effects. Second, we were unable to perform optimal spatial normalization given the absence of anatomical MRIs in some subjects. This methodological bias may lead to an inaccurate spatial location. We were also not able to correct for partial volume effect, inherent to the low spatial resolution of PET which induces a contamination of cerebral blood flow values by neighboring voxels. This effect, particularly sensitive to small brain regions, could be exacerbated by atrophic processes present in AD (Mevel et al., [@B32]). Yet, our results were located in cerebral regions congruent with previous studies and hence were unlikely to represent noise. Finally, it is important to note that some of our subtraction analyses results did not survive a cluster-level threshold of *p* \< 0.05 and part of our ROI results failed to reach significance after a Bonferroni correction for the number of comparisons. This lack of statistical power is likely due to our small sample sizes, as well as to the properties of PET itself (relatively noisy image, low spatial resolution...). Future studies must be conducted to replicate our results and should control for variables likely to influence functional activity, such as cognitive reserve or task difficulty (Gould et al., [@B21], [@B20]; Solé-Padullés et al., [@B43]).

Conclusion
==========

The aim of this study was to further understand the cerebral structures supporting episodic memory performance in AD and clarify patients' hyperactivations, frequently interpreted as compensatory mechanisms to cope with the neuropathological process. In accordance with the AD functional imaging literature, we observed functional disturbance within core episodic memory areas, particularly in MTL structures. Our results also suggest a wider episodic memory network impairment, in terms of both task-related activations and deactivations. Common activations between controls and AD patients were only found in a right frontal area during retrieval which was broader in healthy controls than in patients. This network disturbance may partially reflect the intricacy of impaired cognitive processes. Notably, the attentional system could contribute to patients' episodic memory deficits, as its cerebral network proved to be disturbed. This study also highlighted that most AD patients' hyperactivations actually reflected deactivation abnormalities. It remains difficult to evaluate the impact of this message given previous work reported mostly AD hyperactivations in dorsolateral or ventrolateral prefrontal regions, which was not the case here. Thus, although genuine compensatory mechanisms may exist in AD, our work emphasizes the caution that is necessary to interpret hyperactivations in this way. This kind of interpretation, easily invoked in the literature, would have been specious in our experiment.
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